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34th NATIONAL SHOW
Again the Piemontese National Show has celebrated a great and important success both for
the high quality of the animals displayed and
for the high number of people, coming from

elegant bull with excellent rump and trunk
length, his Reserve is Quesio (Vignolo Marco)
with good muscular mass and top structure.
The Overall Champion cows is for the third

Italy and many other foreign Countries, that
crowded the marquees.
The visitors could check directly the dedication and love the breeders put in their work.
From Friday 8 November to Sunday 10 November over 200 animals paraded in the ring,
always elegant and solemn as typical of this
breed which is not only the best beef breed but
also the larger with 270.000 heads registered
in the Herd Book spread in 4.300 farms.
This year at the show we also had two clapping
worth veterans: one is Giada (Barale Pieranna)
that boasts 8 presences at the National Show
and has been Champion in 2005 and 2007.
The other one is the eldest Bassisi (Colombero
Bernardo), she is 16 years old and also participated 8 time with excellent scores!
All the 15 categories showed animals of high
genetic. The Overall Champion confirms that
of the last year, Pizzo (Viale Luciano) a very

time Lega (Delsoglio bros.) very powerful,
long, perfect leg set and super back line, her
Reserve but excellent as the Champion is
Pioppa (Pagani Valerio) that impressed for her
extraordinary rump. In the young categories
the heifer winner is Sissy (Barale Pieranna) and
Reserve Tiffany (Isaia Carlo) while for the bulls
the Overall Champion goes to Tiranno (Caffer
Mario) and Reserve Terex (Vignolo Marco)
who is also the breeder winner of the Amedeo
Damiano Award 2013. On Sunday morning
the parade of the most appreciated category for
the public: the cow-calf pair with winner Orchidea with the calf Unico (Barale Pieranna).
The show ended with the leader-groomer contest divided in two groups Junior and Senior.
We all have the hope to pass this current time
of difficulties therefore we already think positively to next year and invite all the breeders to
join our great show.
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SHOW RESULTS
JUDGES
BULLS AND YOUNG BULLS: MELLANO ROBERTO
COWS: MOMO FEDERICO
HEIFERS: GENNERO LUIGI
WINNER “AMEDEO DAMIANO” AWARD: VIGNOLO MARCO MOROZZO (CN )
OVERALL CHAMPIONS
BULLS
CHAMPION: IT004990566514 PIZZO
(LIVERPUL AI x FAGOTTO)
VIALE LUCIANO - TRINITA’
RESERVE: IT004990707605 QUESIO (NORTON x ERIO)
VIGNOLO MARCO - MOROZZO

CATEGORY 8 - HEIFERS FROM 11 UP TO 14 MONTHS
CHAMPION: IT004991152229 TIMIDA (PORTO x ZAR AI)
VIGNOLO MARCO - MOROZZO
RESERVE: IT004991061043 TEIRA (QUESTO AI x GOLIA AI)
SOC. AGR. DELSOGLIO F.LLI S.S. - FOSSANO

YOUNG BULLS
CHAMPION: IT001990599776 TIRANNO
(RUBENS x LOTUS AI)
CAFFER MARIO - CAVOUR
RESERVE: IT004991198389 TEREX (RANDO2 x NORTON)
VIGNOLO MARCO - MOROZZO

CATEGORY 9 - HEIFERS FROM 14 UP TO 18 MONTHS
CHAMPION: IT004990971103 TIFFANY
(BAGGIO AI x GOLFO AI)
ISAIA CARLO - CUNEO
RESERVE: IT004991060972 TETRA (QUBO AI x MANSUETO)
SOC. AGR. DELSOGLIO F.LLI S.S. - FOSSANO

COWS
CHAMPION: IT004990024545 LEGA (FORD AI x VIALLI AI)
SOC. AGR. DELSOGLIO F.LLI S.S. - FOSSANO
RESERVE: IT013990035798 PIOPPA (LOTUS AI x DELANO AI)
PAGANI VALERIO - OLTRONA DI SAN MAMETTE

CATEGORY 10 - HEIFERS FROM 18 UP TO 24 MONTHS
CHAMPION: IT004991113633 TITTI (LINUS-ET x TRISTANO AI)
QUAGLIA PIETRO - SALUZZO
RESERVE: IT004991060956 TEGLIA (QUBO AI x ITALO AI)
SOC. AGR. DELSOGLIO F.LLI S.S. - FOSSANO

HEIFERS
CHAMPION: IT001990551678 SISSY
(MONACO AI x ZAFFIRO AI)
BARALE PIERANNA - RIVAROLO CANAVESE
RESERVE: IT004990971103 TIFFANY
(BAGGIO AI x GOLFO AI)
ISAIA CARLO - CUNEO

CATEGORY 11 - HEIFERS FROM 24 UP TO 30 MONTHS
CHAMPION: IT001990551678 SISSY
(MONACO AI x ZAFFIRO AI)
BARALE PIERANNA - RIVAROLO CANAVESE
RESERVE: IT001990605323 SICILIA (PININ AI x URIAL AI)
BARALE PIERANNA - RIVAROLO CANAVESE

RESULTS BY CATEGORIES
CATEGORY 1 - YOUNG BULLS FROM 8 UP TO 11 MONTHS
CHAMPION: IT004991198389 TEREX (RANDO2 x NORTON)
VIGNOLO MARCO - MOROZZO
RESERVE: IT003990084238 ULDERICO
(PROFUGO AI x CALIN AI)
TINIVELLA LUCIANA - BORGOMANERO
CATEGORY 2 - YOUNG BULLS FROM 11 UP TO 14
MONTHS
CHAMPION: IT004991152218 TAMIGI VM (QUESIO x MILAN)
VIGNOLO MARCO - MOROZZO
RESERVE: IT001990599783 TAXI (PROFETA x Z-147)
CAFFER MARIO - CAVOUR
CATEGORY 3 - YOUNG BULLS FROM 14 UP TO 18
MONTHS
CHAMPION: IT001990599776 TIRANNO
(RUBENS x LOTUS AI)
CAFFER MARIO - CAVOUR
RESERVE: IT001990599779 THOR (PROFETA x INTERNET AI)
CAFFER MARIO - CAVOUR
CATEGORY 4 - BULLS FROM 18 UP TO 24 MONTHS
CHAMPION: IT004991088492 TISLANDO
(QUESIO x COBRA AI)
VIGNOLO MARCO - MOROZZO
RESERVE: IT004991003133 TIGLIO (OTELLO AI x GENEPI AI)
VIALE LUCIANO - TRINITA’
CATEGORY 5 - BULLS FROM 24 UP TO 36 MONTHS
CHAMPION: IT004990927824 RINGO
(NASO AI x LINCOLN AI)
SOCIETA’ AGRICOLA LA MANDRIA
DI GIORDANO F.LLI - CUNEO
RESERVE: IT001990489043 SOLARE (QUARZO x MILORD AI)
CAFFER MARIO - CAVOUR
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CATEGORY 7 - HEIFERS FROM 8 UP TO 11 MONTHS
CHAMPION: IT004991189218 UGANDA
(QUIZ x TRISTANO AI)
QUAGLIA PIETRO - SALUZZO
RESERVE: IT001990675002 UEFA
(QUASIMODO AI x BRASIL AI)
BARALE PIERANNA - RIVAROLO CANAVESE

CATEGORY 6 - BULLS OVER 36 MONTHS
CHAMPION: IT004990566514 PIZZO
(LIVERPUL AI x FAGOTTO)
VIALE LUCIANO - TRINITA’
RESERVE: IT004990707605 QUESIO (NORTON x ERIO)
VIGNOLO MARCO - MOROZZO

CATEGORY 12 - COWS UP TO 4 YEARS
CHAMPION: IT004990746693 RAVANIN (IDEALE AI x EPICO)
SOC. AGR. DELSOGLIO F.LLI S.S. - FOSSANO
RESERVE: IT004990988451 SOSTA (QUAGGIU x ETTORE)
VIGNOLO MARCO - MOROZZO
CATEGORY 13 - COWS FROM 4 UP TO 6 YEARS
CHAMPION: IT013990035798 PIOPPA
(LOTUS AI x DELANO AI)
PAGANI VALERIO - OLTRONA DI SAN MAMETTE
RESERVE: IT004990594750 PRUGNA
(GOLFO AI x TUONO AI) ISAIA CARLO - CUNEO
CATEGORY 14 - COWS FROM 6 UP TO 10 YEARS
CHAMPION: IT004990024545 LEGA (FORD AI x VIALLI AI)
SOC. AGR. DELSOGLIO F.LLI S.S. - FOSSANO
RESERVE: IT001990194268 ORCHIDEA
(EBRON AI x SILVEBECH)
BARALE PIERANNA - RIVAROLO CANAVESE
CATEGORY 15 - COWS OVER 10 YEARS
CHAMPION: IT004900204286 GRECIA
(VIALLI AI x QUINTO AI)
ISAIA CARLO - CUNEO
RESERVE: IT004903091168 GELIDA (ZALIENO x PEDRO)
QUAGLIA PIETRO - SALUZZO

SECTION COW-CALF PAIR
CHAMPION: IT001990194268 ORCHIDEA
(EBRON AI x SILVEBECH)
IT001990743893 UNICO (QUALE AI X ORCHIDEA)
BARALE PIERANNA - RIVAROLO CANAVESE
RESERVE: IT004990252565 NANNA
(GOLFO AI X CASTOR)
IT004991269001 UGIVA (OTTMAR AI X NANNA)
SOCIETA’ AGRICOLA LA MANDRIA
DI GIORDANO F.LLI - CUNEO
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THE OVERALL CHAMPIONS
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13TH PHOTOGRAPHIC CONTEST “MY PIEMONTESE”
COLOURS
1° ROBALDO NAZZARENO
BORGO SAN DALMAZZO - CN:
Reflections

1

2° BOETTI FEDERICO
VILLANOVA M.Vì - CN:
Achieving the heights
3° DUTTO ROBERTO
BORGO SAN DALMAZZO - CN:
Piemontese always at work even with the fog

1

2

2
3

3

BLACK AND WHITE
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1° LANDRA MATTEO
BORGO SAN DALMAZZO - CN:
Very high, very pure, very good
2° PANERO LORENZO
CUNEO:
The little farmer
3° PATRITI DANIELA
FOSSANO - CN:
Carolina
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THE SANITARY MANAGEMENT OF ANABORAPI TEST STATION
In general the Test Stations, being sires suppliers for the AI Stations, have to respects health
strict protocols to assure the soundness of the animals for AI.
Since the beginning the Anaborapi Test Station worked with health protocols in cooperation
with the Official Veterinary Service.
Every month 18 calves, coming from 18 farms, get into the Station, aged from 30 up to 60
months (they have to be born in the same month). Of course, due to the young age of the
calves, it's not possible to proceed with any sanitary test before they arrive therefore they are
stabled in a separated quarantine shed.
To gather young animals coming from different places is like dealing with children at the nursery: if one of
them has just al
little problem then
all the other might
be involved.
When the group is
set they are all
treated with antibiotics and sulphonamide added
to the milk.
This treatment last
for 3-5 days and
has a preventive
aim mainly for
breath and gastrointestinal diseases. In some
cases it can be repeated after a week.
In the Test Stations, many vaccines are forbidden as IBR and BVD. At Anaborapi Test Station we vaccinate only against: BRSV, Pasteurella and Bovine PI3. These prophylaxis, given
to 2 and 1/2 months calves, are a good protection against the most common diseases and protect the animals for the whole period they stay at the Test Station. Since some years we have
been using also a vaccine for the Bovine Tricophytosis; this vaccine, given at 4 months, can
accelerated the recovery of the affected animals and avoid the lesions in the sound ones.
Beside the vaccinations and the antibiotic treatment the animals are strictly checked for their
general health condition. In particular the calves are tested each 3 months for IBR, BVD,
TBC, Brucellosis, Leucosis, Blue Tongue and Leptospirosis, with the aim to guarantee 100%
healthy animals at the end of the quarantine.
A special note for BVD: for this disease is not so important to pick out the positive animals
(those that have antibodies against the virus) but better to pick out and eliminate straight
away the immunotolerant (those that "live" with the virus) and can be a dangerous source
of infection for the other.
The necessary test to pick out these animals is the direct search of the virus that nowadays
is done through PCR.
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The immunotolerants frequency, in the last years, was 1,5 % and reflects exactly the situation in the farms in our region.
Last but not least at our Test Station all the measures for direct prophylaxis are put into effect: cleaning and disinfection of the sheds, flies fight with pyrethroid on the walls and larvicidal in the litter, entrance strictly allowed only to personnels.
As further guarantee all the animals admitted at the Test Station come from farm that joined the volunteer IBR prophylaxis plan.
And finally the health and wellness of the animals depend also on the daily measures and
cares as cleaning of the cups, proper sheds aeration, the left food disposal and the isolation
of the problem animals.
Andrea Quaglino
(Anaborapi Director)

SEARCHING FOR THE SUPER-CHAMPION
AN INTERESTING COMPARE AMONG THE OLD, THE YOUNG AND THE “DISCARDED” BULLS.
AT SLAUGHTERING THE OFFPRINGS OF AI SIRES GET ON AVERAGE 170 € MORE VALUE
In any branch the “Superchampion”,
is an individual that shows higher
traits or capacities compared to the
majority of his similar.
Talking about our sires the traits concerned are the genetic indices. After a
long work of selection and genetic
improvement of the Piemontese
breed led by Anaborapi we would like
to make some interesting reflections.
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The “old” sires
We all remember Oscar, Supremo-et,
Cobra, super-champions sires for heifers, Tyson, super-champion for the
daughters’ calvings and then Quebek,
Vialli, Billy, Tuono that became famous (right or wrong). And don’t we
forget Omero e Lugano that turned
to be double-edged!
These sires have historically generated
in the Herd Book the highest number (nearly 90.000) of offspring and
all their descendants.
Still no one of these animals, if he was
born today, would ever have traits to
compare with an actual young bull.

Breeding
index
Meat
index
Muscularity
Growth
Birth ease
Calving
ease

Historical sires

Breeding
index
Meat
index
Muscularity
Growth
Birth ease
Calving
ease

Current sires
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They would never pass the tests at the Anaborapi Test Station!
Of course we don’t want to criticize these
sires, they were the best the genetic could
offer. At that time they were really superchampions, but any champion, with the
time, is bound to be beaten by the new generations.
The “young” sires
Today, due to the new selection scheme the
sires can’t be so widely used and for such a
long time, but this is not a limit is a resource!
Following careful test on Anaborapi data we
can state that the most used sires in the last
two years are definitely better than the “old”
for all the traits.
We are talking about: Ottobre, Migliore, Natale, Ottmar, Naso, Limbo, Quibis, Pampero, Orso, Manager. We compared these 10
sires with the over-mentioned 10 and we
noted surprising differences.
From this comes the consideration that the
young bulls, if properly mated with the right
cows, can give bright results.
The sires “discarded” after the Progeny Test
One of the most worrying question is: which

Breeding
index
Meat
index
Muscularity
Growth

can be the consequences if I use a young bull
still on test and then he is discarded?
We compared the indices of the discarded
sires in the last two years. As you can clearly
see their indices are higher than those of the
old bulls, that were popular 10-15 years ago.
Conclusions
- Releasing from the old sires that seemed to
be irreplaceable and speeding up the generational change we obtained, in few years, a
prompt genetic improvement confirmed by
tests and trials.
- The most used sires now are definitely better than the old ones for all the traits. Still
we are aware that in the next future other
new sires will overpass them.
- Even the “discarded” sires are on average
better than the old and are better also than
the actual average of the population.
- In practical terms we obtained less 10.000
difficult calvings/year with consequently several advantages in costs for the breeders and
well-being of the animals
About the productive parameters, a recent research led on 15.000 slaughtering data showed 50kg more for the offspring of the new
AI sires which means more 170 €/animal without including the benefits for
the breed brought by the young heifers aimed to the replacement.
It’s then evident this is the right way
and we expect further results by a
breed that we can proudly consider
unique in the world.

Birth ease

Ugo Vaccaneo (AI Station)
Marco Bona (Technical Office)

Calving
ease

Discarded sires
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PROVEN SIRES (July - December 2013)
rafano

Rafano is medium-big sized sire and can balance very well growth, muscularity and birth ease. His
use concerns only second calving cows. He can be said a Meat Line sire as he’ll give calves with medium thin skeleton, very high growth rate and good muscularity. Interesting his retrieved genetic
pool. Rafano is son of Odino, descendent from Golfo and Vialli. Not to be used on the daughters of
Natale and Cobra.

ragu

Big sized sire Ragu gives big sized calves and has to be used only on cows with excellent calving attitude. The growth rate are excellent. Due to his genetic Ragu will give heifers for the replacement
and slightly late bulls for fattening. At the moment he is at the top of the Breeding Line list. Don’t
use Ragu on the daughters of Pupillo, Quasimodo, Quibis, Regalo, Reale, Delano and Faraone.

renegade
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Renegade is a medium-big sized sire with high productive traits; during the progeny test he gave medium sized calves. He’s a double line sire and can be used on pluripara or on excellent second calving
cows. It’s interesting to use this sire to get bulls for fattening as they are expected to be early matured, with top muscularity and consequently high dressing out. Even more interesting will be to use
him to get replacement cows as he comes from a rare genetic line in the population (Marte-Enzo-Bancomat). Very few limits: only on the daughters of Maicol and Furore.

YEAR 2013

record

Even Record is medium-big sized showing a good skeleton and muscularity. He carries good birth
ease, giving medium size calves, and also an interesting calving attitude in the daughters. He should
be used always on pluriparas to get fattening bulls and replacement heifers. Don’t use on the daughters
of Quoziente, Quotidiano, Questo, Quid and Quale.

rabbino

Rabbino is a medium size sire with marked meat traits: actually he has fine bones and conspicuous
and well evident muscular mass in any body area. He gives reduced size calves and has to be used on
second calving cows. The aim is to produce early maturing bulls with muscularity and bright dressing out results. Due to his attitude, breeding his daughter can be considered a minor goal. Non to
be used on the daughters of Nord, Noè, Melo, Nemo, Golfo, Lancio, Libero, Lido, Morrison and
Nilo.

ruzzolo

Very big skeleton structure for this medium size sire with good muscular mass. Ruzzolo got good results in his offspring birth ease. During the performance test he also showed very high growth rates
and his daughters are supposed to calve easily. Ruzzolo has to be used on pluriparas to get fattening
bulls with high growth rates and breeding heifers with good structure. We recommend not to use him
on the daughters of Lotus, Quister and Maicol.
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robusto

Medium big size bull with remarkable skeleton and correct muscular mass. The development is well
balanced and has also a good ratio about the calvings. The offsprings of Robusto born easily and
showed to have excellent growth. He can be used on pluriparas with the goal to improve the size of
the daughters which are supposed to be good cows. We suggest non to use this sire on the daughters
of Migliore and Maicol.

rapallo

He has medium size with good muscularity and good breeding potential. Despite his pedigree Rapallo will give fine bones calves with considerable muscular mass, still it’s better to use him on pluriparas. He has high breeding attitude therefore it will be interesting to breed his daughters, the
fattening bulls will have good muscles and will be early matured. He’s also interesting for his unusual genetic line. Not to be used on the daughters of Cedro.

rococò

Big sized sire with big muscles and high growth rate, too. The strength point of Rococò is the positive value of both calving ease and birth ease. Actually, he’ll give medium size calves so he can be
used on any cow from the third calving with the aim of keeping the daughters for breeding. Male calves will be medium late bulls with excellent muscular mass. Better not to mate with the daughters
of: Input, Israele, Limbo, Liverpul, Leader, Lincoln, Loris, Lippi, Milord, Magnum, Mario, Falcao,
Idolo and Lupin.
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reporter

Medium size sire with excellent muscles, interesting growth rate and top fine bones. Reporter will give
moderate sized calves but with a super productive potential. He can be considered an excellent Meat
sire as his calves will have high dressing out at slaughter. The interest in breeding his daughters can
be secondary. Avoid to use him on the daughters of Latino and Quadrello.

rosmarino

Bull medium sized with very fine bones and a considerable skeleton development. The productive
data concerning muscularity and growth rates are well balanced and positive. Rosmarino thanks to
his pedigree can be used on heifers as he gives slim calves but with a good structure and they will be
well muscled and early matured. Still it can be interesting to breed his daughters. Not to be used on
the daughters of Gianduia, Indovino, Ispanico, Larice, Nobel, Odisseo, Onesto and Platino.

russ

Definitely a big size bull with big skeleton and impressive muscular mass. Russ has to be used on any
pluripara or second calving cows only if they have an excellence calving attitude. His offspring will
be big and potentially very productive. His main purpose is to produce cows for the replacement. Better not to use him the daughters of Ostu, Ruzzolo, Genepi, Icaro, Iride and Indice.
Valter Gazzola (Test Station)
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